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Abstract
The clinical performance of fixed prosthodontic restorations of different materials remains unclear. A
systematic review of Randomized Clinical Trials (RTCs) was undertaken to assess the effects of metalfree materials for prosthodontic restorations compared to metal-ceramic or conventional all-metal
materials. The review was performed according to standard methodological procedures of The Cochrane
Collaboration. RCTs in which the clinical performance of metal-free fixed prosthodontic restorations was
compared with metal-ceramic or other conventional restorations in adult patients requiring
prosthodontic treatment were included. Screening of eligible studies, assessment of the methodological
quality of the trials and data extraction were conducted independently and in duplicate. Available
results for the outcomes of interest of the systematic review of the studies included were reported.
The overall quality of existing evidence is low and furthermore, the standard quality in reporting data
needs urgent improvement.

Learning Objectives
1. To highlight best available evidence on metal free materials in fixed prosthodontics from a
systematic review according to standard methodological procedures of the Cochrane
Collaboration.
2. To discuss the most common limitations of existing research.
3. To propose possible improvements of standards for publication.
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